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Abstract 

 
Gender has been known as social matters in our lives. In terms of gender, human is divided into masculine and 

feminine. Masculine is a term associated with men, while feminine is a term for women. In traditional gender roles, 

masculine is mostly characterized as strong, dominant, and rational. On the other hand, feminine is thought to be 

weak, inferior, and irrational. Both terms differentiate men and women. Men have long been dominant over women. 

However, in nowadays era, many people gain their awareness towards gender equality. Men and women could be 

seen as equal. It suggests that masculinity has the same position as femininity. This idea can be seen through the 

representation of the male model as father in Zwitsal Amazing Softness commercial. The aim of this study is to 

examine the representation of masculinity in Zwitsal Amazing Softness commercial. This study uses Fiske’s codes 

of television and finds seven scenes as the primary data. These scenes are analysed by using the theory of New Man 

and Hegemonic Masculinity to find the representation of the male model in Zwitsal Amazing Softness commercial. 

This study finds that there are several changes in representing masculinity. However, the idea of traditional gender 

roles still strongly exists. In summaries, these changes only reinforce the domination role of men and make them 

superior toward women. 
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Introduction 

When media shows an advertisement or a commercial, it sometimes shows how men and women are 

in their usual roles. For example, men are more likely to be portrayed in advertisements for automobile, 

technical, and occupational products and women appear in advertisements for body, home and food 

products. These are an example of the traditional gender role. Tyson says that traditional gender role 

depicts men as strong and protective, while women are described as weak and nurturing (Tyson 85). 

The distinction of traditional gender roles between men and women typically work in family 

relationship. When men have an authority to control a family, women have to obey the men. This idea is 

similar with the idea of patriarchy. Virginia Woolf and Simone de Beauvoir address a strong effect of 

traditional gender role that is the idea of patriarchy which is defined as the men’s power over women 

(Bressler 172). Based on the definition, it can be acknowledged that the idea of patriarchy can be exercised 

in family. Men as the father figure sometimes associate themselves with power and hierarchy. System of 

patriarchy creates function in family based on the structure of hierarchy which limits the participation of 

other members in family and it has produced inequality and injustice among family member (Widaningsih 

6).  

In patriarchal culture, women are placed as the subordinated member. Men are more dominant in 

deciding something while women as the subordinate ones, mostly obey what the men decide rather than 

put a vote in some decisions (Soemandoyo 1999, cited in Wijayanto 14). It can be assumed that men look 

more powerful than women in every aspect because women are fated to obey men. This distinction creates 

an imbalance portion of gender because men seem to be more dominant over women. Men are constructed 

by society as the breadwinner to provide his family. That is why men sometimes appear as public figure 

while women as domestic figure. Widyatama (99) states that public figure is the productive activities 

related with society while, on the other hand, domestic figure is the reproductive activity which concern 

about cooking, cleaning, and nurturing the baby. 
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In terms of masculine and feminine, the representation of both terms can be seen in many films, 

advertisements, commercials or music videos. These types of media help society to understand and also 

build a point of view on how masculine and feminine traits work in people’s lives. Media is one of the 

ways used to put hidden messages in representing some issues and it is a perfect example of giving certain 

representation to the world. Media is important to define a social and cultural sense (Williams 147). 

Media, including commercials, is the replacement of older primarily institutions such as a church in giving 

a meaning of understanding the world (Talbot 3). As media now becomes an everyday consumption of 

most people, it can also guide people about the representation of being men and women properly. 

Media plays huge role to interpret on the effect that men and women should have on the audience. 

Both genders in advertisement demonstrate how traditional gender role still rules the perception of people. 

According to Gauntlett (55) almost all advertisements featuring women appear for kitchen and bathroom 

products. On the other hand, men are more often seen in charge of authority roles and provide the 

dependable voiceover. This is because women more concern about beauty, cleanliness, family, and 

pleasing others and men prefer to focus on getting achievement and having fun (Scheibe 1979, cited in 

Gauntlett 55). 

In Indonesia, according to Nilan (333) in her research, there are three common types of masculine men 

presented in the media of popular television programs in Indonesia. The first one is santri in white cap 

and white flowing shirt. It can be seen that this type is a typical of the religious ones as the word santri in 

Indonesia is often correlated with muslim and someone who always puts religion before anything. The 

second type is cool guy. This is the type where men are portrayed as ideal men yet sensitive. This type is 

so popular among television programs. Cool guy depicts the general concept of masculinity such as strong 

and challenging. In addition, cool guy type mostly uses their appearance to make them cooler. The last 

type is gang member. This type is almost brutal and bad ones. This type of masculine is very common 

with the addiction of gambling, drinking, or fighting. This type would prefer to break the law and order 

and always treat other than them badly. 

Nilan believes there is a factor behind all of those type masculinities in Indonesia and she states that 

hypermasculinity is the one. Hypermasculinity is the influential form of masculinity that circulates in 

global popular media where men possess a great physical strength, cunning, bravery, sex drive and 

aggression (Nilan 329). Media is the key points of reference for boys and young men in constructing their 

sense of masculinity as they grow up (Horrocks 1995, cited in Nilan 329). On the other hand, women in 

Indonesia are mostly related to the common term with kitchen, well, and bed (Setyowati, Sulaksono and 

Ekaningsih 31). These three terms symbolize what women should do as their roles, in which kitchen is 

for cooking, well is for cleaning, and bed is for caring. It can be seen how clear feminine and masculine 

traits are portrayed in Indonesia. Thus, it can be argued that Indonesia still has the sense of traditional 

gender roles where men are positioned higher than women.  

As time goes by, media starts to give a different perception of men and women. Some advertisements 

or talk shows in television now show different roles of men and women. In this era, men do not only 

appear in sport or cigarette commercial but also in grooming or domestic area. Marty Pentz (Kurnia 2004, 

cited in Retnowulan 19) has found that this portrayal of men in doing women’s task indicates there is a 

new form of masculinity. This new masculinity is an attempt to leave the domination of patriarchal culture. 

According to Femiano and Nickerson, there are several aspects in non-traditional men that begin to 

develop. Those aspects are being sensitive to feelings, working with others, accepting help, being 

emotionally expressive, caring for children, having harmonious relationships, engaging in home-related 

activities, and having non-sexual friendships with women (www.medialit.org). 

With those growing aspects of masculinity, media starts to create more commercials about men doing 

domestic activity or taking care of their children. Men start to be portrayed as a father and more active in 

domestic area in nowadays commercials. The writer has found one of the commercials that display a 

different representation of masculinity. Zwitsal, the commercial that the writer found, is produced by 

Unilever. In this commercial, the main model is a man who baths his baby child until finished. Normally, 

taking care of a baby is thought as women’s job. In other childcare commercials, it is done mostly by 

women, but in this commercial the male model does the entire bath for the baby.  

http://www.medialit.org/
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This commercial is considered as a challenge to the common idea of masculinity because it portrays a 

different representation of masculinity, performed by the male model. Zwitsal Amazing Softness 

commercial gives the idea on how men want to keep their domination over women even if they have to 

work in women’s field. Beside more active in kitchen just like a representation of a male chef, the writer 

found another domestic activity which still shows the domination of men in this commercial. This 

suggests that men can also do women’s task or even can do it better than the women itself. It shows that 

men are always dominating, even in an area commonly associated with women. This kind of domination 

shows no oppression over women but the domination will take in softer ways through the ideology of 

hegemony. Hegemony is a way to extend powers in social matters whether it concerns private life or 

cultural practices (Connell 184). Hegemonic masculinity itself can be done in domestic area and involves 

family matters. Caring for children and engaging more in home-related activity are examples of 

hegemonic ways to strengthen men’s dominant power. It is invisible yet reliable to make greater dominant 

role.   

Zwitsal Amazing Softness commercial represents different portrayal of masculinity in childcare which 

creates new intention of men in keeping their domination over women. Therefore, this study uses the 

interpretive approach with qualitative method to find out the representation of masculinity in Zwitsal 

Amazing Softness commercial. The writer uses John Fiske’s codes of television pattern as the method in 

order to examine the issue in this study. The New Man theory proposed by Tim Edward and supported by 

Hegemonic Masculinity theory by R. W. Connell will also be used as the theory for this study. The writer 

expects to bring out another representation of masculinity in childcare product commercial and gives new 

knowledge of masculinity. This study only discusses the representation of masculinity in the commercial 

and focuses on Zwitsal Amazing Softness commercial. 

The writer uses three journal that can be used as references. The first study entitled Is Mom Still Doing 

It All? Reexamining Depictions of Family Work in Popular Advertising written by Erica Hunter and Bryan 

K. Robinson in 2008. The writer used 299 advertisements of the top 10 circulated magazines of 2005. 

This study examined the portrayal of men and women in the area of unpaid family work in advertisements 

(Robinson and Hunter 466). The authors of this study used content analysis as the method. The result of 

this study was the portrayal of masculinity changed if the male model was depicted in family relationship. 

The writers also pointed out that the change of men, like men could do women tasks, can be seen in the 

advertisements.  

The differences have been found between this study and the writer’s study. This study uses 

advertisement as the data while the writer uses commercial. Next is the method, the writer uses Fiske’s 

codes of television while this study uses content analysis. The main point of this study is gender role 

position in family relationship. It is the same with the writer’s study yet the focus is only on the portrayal 

of masculinity in a family. However, since this study and the writer’s study almost have similarity, this 

study helps to gain knowledge about how men start to settle in the women’s roles. This strategy assists 

men to keep their domination in a household task without losing its dominant position. 

The second study is a journal entitled The Portrayal of Men’s Family Roles in Television Commercials 

written by Gayle Kaufman in 1999. The writer used 1061 television commercials in NBC, FOX, ABC, 

and CBS and videotaped it for one week from November 12 until November 20, 1995. This study aimed 

to know how the presences of men in families on television commercials are portrayed whether they are 

involved or uninvolved, what kinds of activities they are involved in, and how these activities vary 

depending on the age and gender of the children with them (Kaufman 443). 

A content analysis had been chosen as the method of this study and the data were divided into several 

categories; central figure, family, product type, setting, housework activities, and activities with children. 

The result of this study showed that men were more involved in the child activities such as teach, read, or 

eat with children than women. The writer of this study suggested that the expansion of fathers’ roles in 

commercials include more non-traditional roles may still be traditional. While men appeared to be 

involved in family men, the men are often portrayed to rely on products that appeal to traditional men. 
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Unlike this previous study, the writer uses Fiske’s codes of television as the method and focuses only 

on one commercial. This study’s focal point is portrayal of men in television commercial whether it is in 

men area or women area. However, this study is useful for the writer to support his study because both of 

these studies use the same context which is men’s family roles in commercials. The portrayal of the men’s 

family roles in commercials starts to become popular and change slowly. This shifting of men’s roles can 

be seen on how men more concern about their activity with their young children or even do the child care 

activity. 

The last study is The Construction of Masculinity: A Cross-Cultural Analysis of Men’s Lifestyle 

Magazine Advertisements written by Yue Tan, Ping Shaw, Hong Cheng, and Kwangmi Ko Kim in 2013. 

The writers of the journal used three most popular men’s lifestyle magazines in Taiwan, China, and United 

States as the text and the selection was based on leading circulation and sales figures. Those magazines 

were: GQ, Esquire and Men’s Health (United States), Esquire, Men’s Health, and For Him Magazine 

(China), and GQ, Cool, Men’s UNO (Taiwan). They chose only on full-page advertisement and only to 

the main male model. The purpose of the study was to determine how masculinities are currently portrayed 

in terms of types and roles (Tan, Shaw and Cheng 238). Content analysis had been chosen in this journal 

with coding categories. It is found that the magazines from all three countries typically portrayed men as 

refined and sophisticated. The writers believed that characteristic of global hegemonic masculinity is 

commodity consumption with trendy and refined appearance.  

The differences between this study and the writer’s study are: this study uses advertisement of men’s 

magazine while the writer uses television commercial as the text. Second, this study uses content analysis 

in order to reveal how masculinities are portrayed in advertisements while the writer uses Fiske’s codes 

of television. Finally, this study focuses on men’s magazine while the writer focuses on women’s area 

which is nurturing. This study increases the information about how men in the current times are more 

concern about their body and how it makes them to be more self-conscious. This change indicates that 

men can also be the main object just like women and since hegemonic masculinity is applied in this study, 

it informs the audience on how to be the ideal men among other men, not only women. 

Theory and Methodology 

To conduct this study, the writer uses New Man theory by Tim Edward as the main theory and 

Hegemonic Masculinity theory by R. W. Connell as the supporting one. Both theories will contribute to 

reveal a hidden message towards the portrayal of masculinity in Zwitsal Amazing Softness commercial. 

New Man is the concept of masculinity which is pro-feminist (Edwards 34). It was established in the 

1970s and has been recreated in many forms since then (MacKinnon 13). This concept of masculinity has 

changed men perspective through years. Men represent an anti-sexism which is attempt to support and 

create an image of non-oppressive relationship with women, children, and other men. New Man concept 

changes men’s perspective toward women. They support women’s existence. This change makes men 

more acceptable to the society because they are more open. Men left their characteristic of oppression and 

started to support women’s role and movement. It makes men appear to have feminine side and they are 

being the Soft Man (Edwards 24). They include their feminine side to back up women rather than oppress 

them.  

New Man is divided into two categories. The first one is New Man as narcissist and the second one is 

New Man as nurturer (Beynon 102). New Man as narcissist is associated with a commercial masculinity 

that can be seen in men’s lifestyle magazine (Beynon 102). It creates a new perspective about men because 

men are presented as objects replacing women (Beynon 103-104). This perspective changes men into a 

part of consumerism whether they take a role as models in the magazine or as a buyer. The characteristic 

of New Man as narcissist are high body, healthy consciousness, muscular, care about their appearances 

and Fi interested in shopping, fashion, clothes, and grooming (Beynon 212). 

On the other hand, New Man as nurturer is a concept that supports women’s role and movement. This 

view has a characteristic such as fully involved in domestic area or household tasks, including child care. 

This point of view offers understanding to women. Men become good listener, opposes to violence, and 

emotionally literate and sensitive (Beynon 121). They prefer to support women and involve in women 
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tasks such as more caring to child rather than against them. This category at some point relate to the family 

matters. It links with the fatherhood perception as men now become more supporting to women and help 

them in domestic area.  

According to Connell and Messerschmidt (832), hegemonic masculinity is normative. It represents 

the most honoured way of being a man. It also needs other men to position themselves in relation to it and 

legitimates the global subordination of women to men. However, since the text implicitly defines men 

possess higher position over women, the writer believes that hegemonic masculinity of men’s domination 

over women is still happening here.  

Hegemonic masculinity concept was first established in 1988 by Connell (MacKinnon 9). Connell and 

Messerschmidt (831) states that the simple hegemonic masculinity happens when the standardization of 

being men is being compared to women. It is easy to clarify that men are more dominant than women 

because that is how men are constructed by society since it creates the idea of patriarchy for men. 

Patriarchy is a social system of male dominance in which men have more power than women as a result 

of the ways in which societies are organised (Bradley 16). The society and culture also play important 

part in developing the idea of hegemonic masculinity. 

The term hegemonic masculinity is assigned as single term for all men (Connell and Messerschmidt 

831). So, all men have to follow the standard given to make them become more masculine. It can be said 

that hegemonic masculinity is the standard of men for being masculine and it is not only as the way to 

dominate other men but also for women. Hegemonic masculinity aims to identify men who enjoy power 

and wealth and attempt to delineate how social relationship which allows them dominance is made to 

seem legitimate and unquestioned (MacKinnon 9). This situation will make men more powerful and give 

the idea of what it means to be a man. It provides full authorities among subordinated which are women, 

other men, homosexual and effeminate men. 

In Indonesia’s cultures, hegemonic masculinity is cultural assistance among Indonesian men. As Pam 

Nilan writes in her research about kodrat pria and kodrat wanita, it can be seen how the culture support 

heterosexual men and men are explained as better person than women because women have to obey what 

men say (Nilan 330). It can be concluded that culture play an important part to contribute the development 

of hegemonic masculinity. 

Qualitative is the method used by the writer in this study. It is because the writer’s main focuses are 

revealing meanings, definitions, characteristic, and descriptions of masculinity (Berg 3) since this study 

examines the representation of masculinity in Zwitsal Amazing Softness commercial. In the study, the 

writer seeks to reveal what is the intention of the male model with his roles as father or men in domestic 

setting. The writer needs to clarify the reason of the male model in the commercial, doing his unusual 

work because men often casted as breadwinner rather than being a worker in domestic setting. 

Beside qualitative, the writer uses John Fiske’s codes of television to classify the data in this study. 

Codes of television are applied in this study because the writer wants to justify the representation of 

masculinity. The writer uses Fiske’s method because the story given by the commercial embraces the 

different portrayal of masculinity. What the writer can conclude is the action of the model during 

commercial is only to represent their different roles and create new interpretation because of their action. 

The research approach of this study is interpretative approach which deals with how question. 

According to (Winston 9), this approach stresses the importance of the interpretation individuals put on 

their actions and on the actions and reactions of others. It is used because there are some changes on 

behavior in male model in the commercial. It seems unusual to see men doing women’s task such as 

taking care of baby. This action is considered as a challenge to men’s roles since men are often represented 

as people who work outside domestic area. Interpretative would be suitable approach because the writer 

has intention to find the meaning of the male model while doing his role in Zwitsal Amazing Softness 

commercial. The population of this study is the full duration commercial of Zwitsal Amazing Softness that 

is 30 seconds aired in television. There are 21 scenes in the commercial of Zwitsal Amazing Softness 

commercial. The primary data in this study are nine scenes selected in Zwitsal Amazing Softness 

commercial by using Fiske’s method of analysis in codes of television. 
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To collect the data, first the writer decides to visit the official website of the commercial and finds the 

official Youtube channel of Zwitsal. Then, the writer records the commercial. The writer decides to record 

it because the website of Zwitsal itself does not provide the commercial. The writer gets the full duration 

of the commercial which is 30 seconds. 

To analyze the data, the first step is the writer determines the data of the commercial which reflects 

the representation of masculinity. Then, the writer classifies the data based on Fiske’s method of analysis. 

There are three patterns to analyze which are reality, representation, and ideology. Reality means code 

that is already encoded which creates sense of people by their appearance in a culture such as costume, 

setting, gesture and behavior. Representation is technical codes transmitted into representational codes 

and shaping the representations, for example camera work, narrative, and tagline. The last is ideology 

which is organized into coherence and social acceptability by the ideological codes such as individualism, 

patriarchy, class, and etc. This study finds the entire pattern suit with the male model of this Zwitsal 

Amazing Softness commercial. After the data is separated into each category, the writer would focus on 

male model rather than female model and also the writer would interpret the meaning of each scene, since 

this study aims is to find out the representation of masculinity in Zwitsal Amazing Softness commercial. 

The next step is applying the theories of masculinity, which are New Man theory by Edwards and 

Hegemonic Masculinity by Connell, to interpret the data. The result is used as the indicators to conclude 

the representation of masculinity. The final step is concluding all of the findings of all the collected data 

about the representation of masculinity in the childcare product commercial. 

Discussions 

Costume 

In this part, the writer focuses on to the costume used by the male model. The male model is not only 

the main figure in Zwitsal Amazing Softness commercial, but also as the representation of masculinity for 

men. Therefore, the costume used by the male provides some meanings behind it. The male model wears 

a short arm blue T-shirt and a white jean (see figure 1). 

 

Figure 1 The male model walks toward the female model 

According to David E. Carter (2001), blue color is associated with confidence, loyalty, and honesty 

(Yappy 20). Beside those characteristics, blue color also represents the color of masculinity. As it can be 

seen, the male model acts very confident to take care of his baby. It is very often to hear that blue is the 

color for masculine in terms of gender, while the feminine is often associated with the yellow color (Carter 

2001, in Yappy 20). The yellow color is defined as bright, warm, happy, and fun. In the commercial, the 

female model uses a yellow shirt while bringing her baby. It can be known that the female model is warm 

and happy while taking care of her family. On the other hand, the white color in the male model’s jeans 

is sometimes associated with purity and honesty. According to Darmaprawira, (47) the white color has a 

positive personality. So, it summarizes that the male model in the commercial wants to take care of his 

baby with his positive personality and confident look. 

The use short arm T-shirt indicates that this male model gives an idea about the traditional masculinity. 

The short arm T-shirt is often assigned to the idea of powerful physic which men have. Even though he 

is not in a public area and have to take care of his baby in the domestic sphere, he has to keep their 

masculine identity exists, for example strong and powerful. As said by Morgan (cited in Kurnia, 22), the 
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visible part of men’s body which appears and can be seen by the eyes is a symbol of strength of men and 

also as a symbol of traditional masculinity. 

The jeans that the male model wears also have meaning. Jeans remind us about the people of working-

class and their poor roots (Craik 187). This kind of fabrics is often related to the idea of traditional 

masculinity which concerns more about the physical constructions and attributes. Jeans is stronger fabric 

material than other common fabrics. Jeans is also well-known for its usage as the part of the clothes 

generally used by the cowboy. As we know, cowboy has been represented as the traditional masculinity 

since it deals with the challenge and the physical actions. Cowboy has been known for its outdoor 

activities such as fire battle or horse race with other cowboys. Kurnia (27) states that cowboy is the ideal 

representation of traditional masculinity which shows the indication of brave, independent, and strong. 

However, in this commercial, the use of jeans can be related to the idea of independent and brave. In this 

commercial, the male model confidently takes the challenge to take care of his baby. This type of men 

can be considered as a lonely hero, which means he can deal any problems with his own without any help 

(Kurnia 27). So, it concludes that the male model can independently solve the problem he faces with his 

own. The use of jeans in the commercial is a symbol of traditional masculinity like the portrayal of the 

cowboy, but in indirect way. Since the use of jeans is related to the bravery, the male model in the 

commercial also shows that he still has the characteristic of independent and brave by taking care of his 

baby by his own.  

It can be said that the use of costume supports the representation of the male model in Zwitsal Amazing 

Softness. It is shown that men which always face the outside activities can also do the same thing as 

women do in the domestic activity by still showing his independence, confidence, and positive personality 

as a father. 

Setting 

The setting in this commercial is in a room within a house (figure 2). What can be seen in this setting 

is that it indicates that the male model and the female model portray themselves as parents. Both of them 

live in one place. This room is dominated by the white, yellow, and blue colors. In this part, it can be seen 

that this room is filled with many decorations, couch, bathtub, and baby’s bed. It is assumed that this room 

is for the baby. The male model seems to be a good provider by providing a separate room for the baby 

(figure 3). 

 

Figure 2 The male model walks toward The female 

model 

 

Figure 3 Both models put the baby down into the tube 

As it can be seen in the commercial, the male model tends to provide better room for his baby. It 

clarifies that he is represented as a middle class person because his appearance is casual when he performs 

in this commercial. He wears casual short arm T-shirt, has white skin, neat hair, and he is also portrayed 

as a heterosexual person since he has a wife in the commercial. The main point of the middle class is to 

develop a career and as the standard of masculinity since it is more successful than working class, and it 

also completes the representation of masculinity in the media (Edwards 127). With his status of the middle 

class person, it can be inferred that the male model suits with the portrayal of the New Man figure which 

sometimes displays men as a white male, middle class status, and heterosexual person (Edwards 92). 

The male model represents the idea of New Man which is pro-feminist (Edwards 34) and fatherhood 

figure because the activity that has been done by the male model appears in the domestic sphere. Domestic 
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settings are often assumed as the territory of the women while men should work and provide their family 

by being a breadwinner (Brines 1994, cited in Tanfer and Mott 1). However, since there are several 

shifting of the roles in family matters, men and women nowadays are no longer bounded by the idea of 

traditional gender roles. The barrier of parenting roles now is decreasing. There are a lot of proofs shows 

males are more active in domestic area and women appear more often in working places. For example, 

men work as chef and women are active in the paid work area. 

Nowadays, it is very familiar to see men in the kitchen. It proves that men in the modern era can 

also be good as women in term of cooking. It also creates a new figure of men, which supports and helps 

women rather than oppresses them. The male model appears to be a father which portrays the New Man 

figure who supports and helps his wife to bath the baby (figure 3). The male model seems confident in 

bathing his baby without displaying any hesitation. 

It can be assumed that the portrayal of the male model hints the idea of good fatherhood which means 

men can be a family oriented, a provider, being supportive, and more active in domestic area. The 

existence of the male model in domestic area and in child care can also change the idea of masculinity. 

By being more active in the domestic setting rather than passive, it can be seen as distancing themselves 

from feminine or maybe claiming feminine attributes (Doucet 196). It is believed that men who appear 

more often in the domestic setting can be seen as their way to keep their domination over women in softer 

way and it does not mean that he is more feminine. In the Zwitsal Amazing Softness commercial, the figure 

of the New Man and the good fatherhood that exist in a domestic setting and taking care of his baby can 

be assumed as the new way to maintain men’s domination over women. The house itself, which often 

appears as the realm of women can be dominated by men too.  

Behavior and Gesture 

The writer believes that the male model in the commercial has huge intention to take care of his baby. 

In the first scene of Zwitsal Amazing Softness commercial, the male model politely asks his wife to let 

him embrace the baby (figure 4).  

 

Figure 4 The male model asks to carry the baby 

 

Figure 5 The female model gives the baby 

During the scene in figure 5, the male model seems to have difficulty in receiving his baby from the 

female model because men are often placed as people who are more active in the outside area; this kind 

of situation is very uncommon for them. Being active in women’s domestic setting makes men less 

confident and fragile (Gaertner, Spinard and Eisenberg 962) because they have to act out of their safe 

zone. They need an adjustment when they do activity that concerns with the domestic sphere. However, 

the next following scene indicates that the male model successfully baths his baby without a doubt. The 

male model bathes his baby carefully and smoothly. He seems confident when he does something he has 

never done before. 

Based on the gender construction, parents have different job in taking care of family matters. Brines 

(1994) believes that the role of father tends to be a breadwinner, a provider for his family, and he is often 

related to the environment of paid work. A mother figure is often placed as a faithful wife, a nurturer, and 

a mother who has responsibility in taking care of children and domestic activity (Tanfer and Mott 1). 

Thus, women are the one who has responsibility in a domestic sphere rather than men. However, in this 

commercial, traditional gender role no longer exists. The male model as a father seems to be able to handle 

the baby by himself without any help from the mother. Bathing a baby is the new activity for men to 
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represent his support to women. It shows the new image of men in father figure. What the male model 

has done in the commercial gives an idea about the existence of the New Man concept, especially the New 

Man as nurturer which makes men become sensitive and oppose to violence (Beynon 121). By the 

sensitive sense of the male model, it means the male model understands other people’s feeling and 

appreciates their appearance so that he prefers to help and support them rather than against them. 

 

Figure 6 Both models put the baby down into the tube 

Besides having a sensitive sense, the male model in the commercial also indicates that he has feminine 

touch. Goffman (29) believes that the feminine touch needs the presence of women to commercialize the 

product because the hands of women are softer when they touch something fragile. As it can be seen in 

figure 6, the male model appears to carefully put his baby down to the tube with the help of the female 

model. Since the baby is a fragile creature, the female model tends to help his husband to put the baby 

into the tube because the feminine touch mostly relates to the women. However, the feminine touch action 

of the female model can be weakened by the feminine touch action of the male model. The male model 

shows his ability to perform feminine touch when he is putting the baby down while the female model 

only assists him. It summarizes both the male and the female model can do feminine touch but here the 

male model appears to be the one who does it better since the female model only assists him. 

As the writer stated before, New Man is the concept that supports women’s role and movement. Figure 

4 and 5 display how the male model wants to help his wife to bath their baby. The polite gesture of the 

male model to ask his wife shows his supportive action towards women. It fits with the idea of the New 

Man as nurturer. The New Man figure is depicted in the male model and it also affects the idea of the new 

father image which is more care and more active in the domestic realm. It can be seen in figure 7, how 

the male model is very confident when he bathes his baby. Even though the male model never does this 

kind of action, it does not make him stop to be more active and present in domestic area. Both figures 7 

and 8 display how the male model gesture gives the audience a new perspective about the role of the 

father in the family matters. The male model gesture tends to be more confident while bathing his baby 

because he can do all the bath by himself without reluctance.  

 

Figure 7 The male model bathes the baby 

 

Figure 8 The male model kisses the baby 

 

Even though the male model feels more confident while bathing his baby without hesitation and help 

from the mother, at the same, it also gives a clear picture how men still can be independent and able to 

handle all the problem by himself. It can be assumed that traditional masculinity still exists in the figure 

of the male model in the commercial. As we know, masculinity often depicts men as independent and 

protective (Tyson 85). In the commercial, after the male model receives the baby, he looks confident while 
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bathing his baby and shows no difficulty afterward. Without requesting any help from his partner or wife, 

it indicates that he is independent and can solve the problem by himself. 

The commercial wants to tell the audience that there is a new image of men especially in terms of the 

father. A father figure has been known for his role as breadwinner and more active outside home, but in 

the commercial the father image is depicted as more active and supportive in a domestic setting. He no 

longer oppresses women, instead, he supports and helps a woman to do an activity in a domestic setting. 

However, it does not mean that the traditional characteristic of men vanishes. In the commercial, we can 

see how the male model or the father independently bathes his baby without asking any help from the 

mother. A mother is the one who has a lot of knowledge about domestic setting and she has the ability to 

handle all of the domestic problem, yet the male model keeps bathing his baby by himself and he is 

successful.  It shows that men still want to be seen as independent and can solve problem by himself and 

he also indicates that he has better sensitive sense and feminine touch which are commonly associated 

with women. 

Representation 

Camera Work 

The camera is one of the ways to give the audience idea about what is really happening in the 

commercial. This element is considered as the significant aspect to understand deeper what the male 

model’s intention in the commercial is. In the figure 9, the commercial uses long shot. It is because the 

commercial wants to give the information to the audiences about the setting and the people who are 

included in the commercial (Corrigan and White 110). From this shot, the audiences will know that there 

are 3 people, consisting of the male model, the female model, and the baby. It assumes that they are a 

family. It is because the female model is holding a baby and she seems to live with the male model since 

they are portrayed in a room of a house.  

 

Figure 9 The male model walks toward the female model 

 

Figure 10. Both models put the baby down into the tube 

Then, in the figure 10, the camera work changes into medium long shot showing the relation among 

the models and their surroundings (Corrigan and White 110). This scene indicates that the male model 

has family relation with the other two models and it can be known because these three models appear in 

the same room in a house. As a father, who is played by the male model, he has to be responsible in 

protecting and providing his family. He becomes more active in domestic setting and he supports his wife 

by helping her. As a father, the presence in the domestic area will be seen as an important aspect to build 

strong bonds between family members. This commercial also gives the audience a different perspective 

about the role of the father in the family matters. It shows that there is a shifting of role in being a father 

in the modern era. The father can provide their family by being the breadwinner, but at the same time he 

can also help and support his wife in a domestic setting. 

Most media in modern era nowadays often pictures a father who can play the double role in their 

family. It is expected that besides being a breadwinner, men can also be portrayed in a domestic role too. 

Today, the media tries to change those perspectives. Men nowadays are more often to be seen in domestic 

area. On the other hand, women’s involvement in outside home also increases (Widyatama 108). There 

is switching that happens to both men and women. Women now can be displayed as a public figure and 

they engage more often with society, such as career women. While men can also be portrayed as a 

domestic figure such as working men as a chef.  
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The male model in the commercial believes in himself while bathing the baby. In figure 11, the 

commercial strengthens the idea of the New Man and a good fatherhood figure as the male model 

confidently bathes his baby without any help. In this scene, the commercial applies medium shot which 

implies the male model’s facial expression while doing bath activity (Corrigan and White 110). The happy 

face is shown by the male model that indicates he is excited because he can take care of his child just the 

same as women. 

 

Figure 11 The male model bathes the baby 

It is rare to see men in bathing activity in the media because men often involve themselves more in 

cooking activity. There are a lot of men now to be portrayed as a chef in commercials or even work as a 

chef. It is now common for men to be involved in domestic area such as in the kitchen. Men prove 

themselves to be as good as women in terms of cooking. However, their existence in child care is 

considered as a challenge for men because child care is related to the characteristic of nurturing which 

men do not have. Nurturing is considered as a challenge because men want to prove that they can also do 

the same domestic chores as women since in the previous discussion it is shown that the male model l has 

the feminine touch. 

In other commercials, men are often seen as a partner of his child. They are portrayed as a father who 

accompanies their child when they are playing. Men are captured as the fathers together with the children 

as their companions, providing love, and enjoyment as men teach them and experience their growth 

(Kaufman 442). It is kind of a new thing to see men can bath the baby in the earlier age. A father is 

sometimes concerned with their children when they are big enough and not in their earlier age. 

As it can be seen in figure 11, how the male model surely bathes his baby without any help does not 

mean the idea of men who always claim the domination disappears. It is not entirely gone, but it decreases. 

By helping and supporting his wife in the domestic sphere, the audiences will think that the male model 

has a good portrayal of a father. Yet, this idea at the same time creates another perspective about how 

men only use acceptable way to keep their domination over women. New Man has been a way to back-

up women in their absence. As MacKinnon (14) states that men start to reduce women’s authority in 

childcare and other domestic sphere by using this New Man way. It is because New Man is less oppressive 

and can be accepted by society. 

 

Figure 12 The male models succeed bathes the baby 

 

Figure 13 The male model’s happy face 

In figure 12, the male model is placed in the same scene with the female model. This scene applies 

medium shot which shows the facial expression of the male model (Corrigan and White 110). The focus 

of the camera is the male model while the background is filtered with the blurry image of the female 

model who seems busy with her cleaning activity. From this perspective, it can be acknowledged that the 
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commercial intention is to assure the audiences of men’s capability in domestic area. The male model 

seems to be happy after he bathes the baby. His facial expression shows happiness because he succeeds 

to bath and take care of the baby. As it can be seen, the focus of the camera is to the male model and the 

product of Zwitsal itself.  It means that the male model is not only capable in bathing his baby, but also 

in domestic chores like putting the products on to the baby. This focus makes he gets the full attention 

from the audiences.  

With this kind of focus, the idea of men who want to keep their domination over women in childcare 

starts to appear. His capability and knowledge in the domestic sphere and able to do domestic chores 

create the suggestion that men slowly expand their domination in domestic area. Since the male model 

becomes the focus on camera work and shows his capability, it indicates that there are hegemonic patterns 

portrayed in this commercial. As the previous chapter explained, hegemonic masculinity is a pattern that 

allows men to maintain or expand their domination among other men or women (Connell and 

Messerschmidt 832). 

These hints can also be seen in figure 13, where the camera focuses deeper on the male model using 

medium close-up. As the writer explained before about medium close-up, camera work focuses on the 

male model’s shoulder to the head. This kind of shot does not concern the background, but only to the 

character (Corrigan and White 110). It is clearer when the female model in the back of the male model is 

displayed in the blurry image. It shows that the female model has nothing to do in the commercial and 

does not have an important role. The existence of the female model in the commercial is mostly filled 

with herself being busy in the back. This shot including women in the scene aims to strengthen the idea 

of hegemonic masculinity. So, it can be assumed that men cannot use their dominant role if there is no 

one around them. To let hegemonic masculinity work, the female model is displayed in several scenes to 

softly show the domination of men toward women in the domestic sphere during the commercial. 

As Connell and Messerschmidt (832) say, hegemonic masculinity is the pattern that let men keep their 

domination over women. It does not have to be oppressive or be done with physical attributes. It can be 

done by using softer way. In the commercial, hegemonic masculinity is carried by the male model. The 

male model frequently dominates almost all scenes in the commercial, while the female model appears 

only in the opening, middle, and closing scene of the commercial without doing any significant action. 

The male model does the significant action during the commercial which is bathing the baby. Moreover, 

the male model seems to understand how to use domestic product and do the chores. The appearance of 

the female model is less than the male model. The full duration of the commercial is 30 seconds; the 

female model only appears for 7 seconds and the rest is displayed by the male model. This big difference 

in the appearance in the commercial also emphasizes the idea of hegemonic masculinity in the 

commercial. 

With this kind of action, it can be assumed that the male model tries to take over the women’s job in 

child care activity. The blurry images of the female model in the commercial are also the hint that men 

want to be one level above women. Besides, the male model in the commercial can do what he has never 

done before, which is bathing the baby without any difficulty. From the scene when he carries his baby 

and puts the baby into the tube until he carries the baby at the end of the scene, he mostly deals with bath 

activity by himself. It also another hint to show how the male model is capable of finishing challenge he 

has never done before. 

However, with the existence of Zwitsal Amazing Softness commercial, it is proved that men can also 

do the same just like women in terms of caring the child. In the commercial, the portrayal of the male 

model seems to stick with the domination and the power aspects. Men are often cast as independent, 

strong, and brave (Tyson 85). With these aspects, especially independent and brave aspects, men tend to 

prove that they can do any challenge in order to expand their domination. Figure 14 can also be the 

additional hint to show that the male model has hegemonic pattern applied to himself. 
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Figure 14. Both models share some laugh 

From the figure above, the shot of the camera is medium close-up which shows the detail of the 

character rather than the background (Corrigan and White 110). This means that the center of the camera 

focuses on the male model when he embraces his baby. On the other hand, the female model is looked 

blur just the same as previous figure. However, the female model and the male model are shown in the 

same picture which indicates that this commercial wants to show the gender equality in Indonesia. The 

female model also looks happy and excited as the male model does. It looks like the female model is glad 

to see her husband successfully baths their baby without any difficulty. Unfortunately, the presence of the 

female model in one picture with male model creates another meaning.  

Here, the position of the male model with higher and clearer position can be assumed that the male 

model is the one who has the authority among others. Goffman (28) states that one way to determine the 

authority of a person in the picture is by looking at the height and the dominance shot of a person. Men 

are defined to have more position and they get more chance to look higher or even bigger than women 

(Ibid). In figure 14, the camera takes an angle where the male model has the entire portion of focus while 

the female model is in the lower position and has blurry image. The way the camera work in this figure 

indicates that the commercial still supports men in their superiority. 

The way the focus of the camera gives an idea that traditional masculinity still exists through the male 

model superiority. At the same time, the male model slowly shapes the pattern of hegemonic masculinity. 

At first, it may seem normal to see a father helps and assists his wife. The increasing activity of men in a 

domestic setting creates another perspective of men or a father. It is a relief to see a good fatherhood and 

New Man pattern applied in the commercial. It changes the stereotype of a father who is barely involved 

in domestic setting and often related to the paid work. Being the breadwinner is inseparable from father’s 

characteristic since they have to provide their family. The male model, at first, shows those kinds of figure, 

yet how the way camera directs and shoots and presents imbalance duration between both models suggests 

different meaning.  

The male model mostly dominates all the scenes and his appearance during the commercial is longer 

than the female model which is 19 seconds. He also does the bathing activity by himself without using 

any help. The blurry images from the female model are also another point to be considered. The 

commercial does not eliminate the appearance of the female model because the female model is 

unconsciously being dominated by the male model.  

It summarizes that the idea of hegemony masculinity exists in the male model by looking at the way 

camera works and the duration taken during commercial. He wants to keep his domination over women 

and proves that he can do the same in bath activity just like women or even better. This strategy of being 

a good fatherhood and New Man figure leads the male model’s characteristic into hegemonic masculinity. 

Narrative 

The narrative is one of the important aspects in doing research to reveal the messages of a commercial. 

The narrator contributes a speech in order to let the audiences know and understand that Zwitsal Amazing 

Softness can be used by both parents while taking care of their baby. Below is the narrative delivered by 

the narrator of the commercial: 
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There is nothing more beautiful than the love between parents and children. Zwitsal presents a new formula 

which has an extra soft formula and keep the baby’s skin moisturized. With Zwitsal, every moment with 

the baby will be more meaningful. Zwitsal, as soft as baby's skin 

The writer chooses one sentence that is considered as an implication towards men and women in doing 

domestic activity especially related to the childcare. Here, the first sentence “There is nothing more 

beautiful than the love between parents and children.” appears at the beginning of the scene. When the 

sentence is delivered, the commercial shows the male model tries to bring his baby from the female model 

until the male model puts the baby in the tube. Miller (74) states that fathers may not be knowledgeable 

in domestic area, yet they are aware about the construction of being good father and bad father. A good 

father is depicted as a family oriented, intimate with their family, and be more involved in family matters 

(Ibid). 

The first sentence indicates that a father’s love is as important as a mother’s love. It is shown in the 

beginning of the scene that displays where the male model wants to be a good father by doing the activity 

which is commonly associated with women, which is bathing his baby. At first, the male model seems to 

have a little doubt in carrying his baby from the female model because he has never done that before. The 

father image in domestic setting is still considered as fragile and feckless (Gaertner, Spinard and Eisenberg 

962). However, as soon as he takes care of his baby by himself, his confident arises. 

The male model shows his love by bathing the baby in almost the entire scenes of the commercial. 

From this point, it can be decided that bathing his baby is one of the ways to represent father’s love to the 

children. However, as the first sentence saying “… the love between parents and children” and the 

following scenes display the male model as the one who does the bathing the baby, it indicates that the 

father’s love is the representation of the parent’s love. The parent’s love actually has to come from both 

father and mother, yet in this commercial, it suggests that the parent’s love is from the father. 

While the male model represents as a parent’s love, the narrator in the commercial is played by the 

woman’s voice. Here, the commercial does not use dialogue between both of the models. The audiences 

will be guided by the voice of the narrator. Since this commercial consists of nurturing activity, the female 

voice-over has an appeal and it is associated with maternal qualities and nurturing to make something 

good for one and emotionally satisfying (MacKinnon 91). The voice-over in the commercial implies what 

women can do is only be a theorist and men can do the job better. At some point, it displays how the 

women voice-over suggests women as the subordinate, while men as the dominant person since he does 

all the bathing activity by himself and represents parents’ love despite there is the mother during 

commercial. 

Tagline 

In figure 15, the commercial once again shows that men can be soft while taking his baby just the 

same as women. The scene is followed by “Zwitsal presents a new formula which has an extra soft 

formula and keep the baby’s skin moisturized”. In this scene, the camera shot is a medium close-up and 

it displays the male model who is kissing his baby in the nose. When he is doing this action, the words 

“Extra Soft” appears in the bottom left in the commercial. The use of “Extra Soft” can be assumed as the 

sign to show how men can be soft and nurture his child as the same as women. This shows there are 

several changes in the role of the father. Nowadays, the role of the father in the commercial has increased. 

Their role portrays more active and engages in domestic area. Whether men or fathers help their wives or 

play with their children, the intimacy among family members has been grown and shared with this new 

image of father. 
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Figure 15 The male model kisses the baby 

In Zwitsal Amazing Softness commercial, the New Man figure is depicted in the male model during 

this scene. He gives the sense of a soft man with his feminine side (Edwards 24). It can be seen from 

figure 15 how the male model kisses the baby softly  in the nose while bathing his child and the words 

“Extra Soft” is displayed to strengthen the idea of soft man or soft personality. It gives the audiences an 

insight of the role of the male model as a father. It also creates the intimacy between him and his baby. A 

modern father is represented in the commercial since he acts like good father which supports and helps 

his wife in taking care of the baby. The male model is able to deliver the message to be a New Man figure 

and he does not feel shame while doing that activity or showing his feminine side. 

Ideology 

In this level, the characteristic of the male model in the Zwitsal Amazing Softness commercial can be 

seen based on the ideology used. The ideology is organized into coherence and social acceptability by the 

ideological codes such as individualism, patriarchy, race, class, materialism, capitalism (Fiske 3). The 

new portrayal of men in a domestic role exists in Zwitsal Amazing Softness commercial showing the male 

model taking care of his baby. 

Ideology that can be found in this commercial is the male model is still holding the patriarchal roles. 

Bradley (16) argues that patriarchy is a social system where men have more power to dominate women. 

The practice of patriarchy can be worked through the family. In this commercial, the patriarchal ideology 

cannot be seen directly because there is no indicator of oppression between both models. In family matters, 

men sometimes have more power for being decision maker. It makes men become the responsible person 

to take care of his family members and problems while the women have to be the subordinate people. 

The male model in the commercial is the example of men who want to keep their domination over 

women. The representation of patriarchal role, especially about domination by men is still depicted in the 

commercial especially through soft take over. From the way camera works, the duration of appearance 

from both models, and the representation of parent’s love, the male model almost dominates all. Camera 

works focus more on the male model and keep the female model in the back with a blurry image. The 

duration of the male model is 19 seconds, which is longer than the appearance of the female model. The 

portrayal of parent’s love is represented by the male model or a father’s love. These three clues strengthen 

the idea that domination of men still exists even though it is not directly shown.  

The male model who plays as a father gives an enlightenment that the domestic setting is considered 

as one of his responsibilities to be taken care of. It is assumed that men not only become a public figure, 

which deal with society, but through this commercial, men can also play a part as domestic figure. Men 

will try to keep their domination over women in many ways, including doing something they have never 

done before. Zwitsal Amazing Softness commercial is one of the examples that show how men try to keep 

their domination in a new way, through dominant involvement in domestic chores. This is a softer way, 

not involving oppression, to make their domination not visible yet accepted by society. 

The Representation of Masculinity in Zwitsal Amazing Softness Commercial. 

In the previous discussions, this study finds that there is a patriarchal concept applied to the male 

model in the commercial. The commercial shows that there are differences in portraying the role of the 

father in taking care of his baby. It should be the female model or mother who bathes the baby but, the 

male model takes over that job by himself. The male model looks very dominant in all the scenes. 
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However, the way the male model takes over his wife tasks does not show any oppression toward the 

female model. It is believed that there is a new way to gain domination over without causing any troubles. 

After unravelling each scene, the next discussion will explain about hegemonic masculinity concept which 

still exists in the modern father figure and about New Man as the way to maintain or expand the 

domination over women. 

Hegemonic Masculinity in Father Figure 

It is clear that father figure nowadays has changed through the years. It can be seen in the Zwitsal 

Amazing Softness commercial. The male model seems to have a new father characteristic which is rare to 

see. The male model shows a new aspect in masculinity which is working with others, caring for children, 

and engaging in home-related activities (Femiano and Nickerson, medialit.org). from the scenes, it 

assumes that men as the father can work alongside mother or women in child caring. The male model 

successfully portrays good fatherhood.  

Since the male model offers a help to his partner and does all jobs by himself, it suggests that the male 

model still has traditional masculinity aspect. It is assumed that hegemonic masculinity pattern is 

conducted during the male model bathing his baby. The process of hegemonic masculinity can be seen 

through the male model’s costume that wears blue short arm T-shirt and white jeans, the house which is 

supposed to be the area of women as the setting, and how the male model’s gesture and behaviour during 

his bathing the baby. The way camera works which focuses only on the male model and the male model 

having longer duration of appearance than female model, the narrative section which shows father’s love 

is enough to represent parents love, and the idea of domination in patriarchal role that can be maintained. 

These findings can be said as the evidences that the male model wants to dominate his wife’s area of 

expertise. The domination is practiced through the practice of hegemonic masculinity. 

In Indonesia, hegemonic masculinity is the strongest aspect which cannot be gone in a second. People 

in Indonesia still believe men are the leader in many things (Rohmawati 2014, academia.edu). This belief 

will make men more superior than before. As Nilan (333) states there are three types of masculinity in 

Indonesia which are santri, cool, and gang. In this commercial, the male model has cool types of 

masculinity based on Nilan research. Cool guy depicts men as ideal yet sensitive. It suits with the 

representation of the male model in a commercial which are ideal and sensitive. The appearance of the 

male model is young and his physical attributes are also ideal. At the same time, he practically engages 

his baby by showing his intimacy through childcare activity. The male model shows that he has sensitive 

and feminine touch during bath his baby. To control women’s position through hegemony, it can be done 

by offering nurturing concept (Gilmore 230). The male model in Zwitsal Amazing Softness commercial is 

the best example to see how men want to keep his domination over women. 

The male model carries a good father figure in his role in the commercial, but actually it clarifies that 

men can do the same job as women can do theirs. At the same time, the male model brings hegemonic 

masculinity aspect indirectly. The way he does his job is acceptable to the society because no one gets 

oppressed directly. Hegemony works perfectly during this action. The male model successfully occupies 

new domestic setting in family matters. Doucet (196) states that fatherhood practices which recently more 

involve in family matters can be seen as distancing themselves from feminine but at the same time 

claiming feminine attributes. 

To summarize, domination aspect of patriarchal role in the new image of the father cannot be seen 

during the commercial but it can be maintained through hegemonic masculinity. The new image of the 

father can be used as a layer to claim women’s area of expertise and expand their hegemonic belief in 

order to reach the top position. Although the male model represents equality towards women by helping 

and supporting his wife, the findings above discover that the male model only expands his domination 

over women with less oppression and in acceptable way.  

New Man as Nurturer as a Softer Way to Claim Domination Over Women 

With the notion of New Man figure in modern masculinity, it can be said that we expect the equality 

between men and women. Media tries to recreate the perception of men by giving men several rare 
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activities. The Zwitsal Amazing Softness commercial clearly shows that the male model has the New Man 

concept while portraying his role as father. He tends to help and support his wife in child care activity. 

He seems so friendly and represents an image of a good father. The male model looks like he brings the 

equality to women by assisting his wife, but eventually it is not really what it is. Edward (22) describes 

this course of action as men have a New Man figure in his portrayal. At glance, it may seem the male 

model provides good care for his family, yet his actions during the commercial shows the opposite. The 

male model almost dominates all the scenes from beginning until the end. The male model emphasizes 

his dominant status throughout this action. 

Men nowadays display different figure roles of father. Men as fathers who have been known as 

breadwinner, provider for his family, and well known in paid-work area, are now slowly changing. These 

changes also reinforce New Man figure into the role of fatherhood. Being a good father means they engage 

more with their children, active in domestic area, and family-oriented (Miller 74). In Zwitsal Amazing 

Softness commercial, the male model plays as a good father figure by bringing the New Man concept. 

Unfortunately, there is no depiction of equal position between the male model and the female model. At 

the beginning of the scene, the male model may act like he supports his wife by offering help and through 

tagline in findings, it shows how this part strengthens the idea of new fathers’ image. It is believed their 

roles nowadays have changed, yet afterward the male model is displayed dominantly during the following 

scenes. The male model only delivers the idea of the New Man figure. His actions are of course acceptable 

to the society because he does not harm or oppress the women in obvious way. 

The male model in the commercial then can be considered as the best portrayal of the New Man figure. 

It can be concluded that New Man is a new strategy to gain domination without causing any oppression 

towards women and it asserts domination through hegemonic pattern. It also portrays the new image of 

father. The role of father with a New Man figure can be a good combination to gain domination in family 

matters. As Gatrell (369) argues that involving father in domestic sphere is cultural representation and 

ideal for society in family matters and the more involved father in domestic setting the more they would 

have rights and responsibilities of men in relation to their children. It signs the recreation of patriarchal in 

a new way. New Man can be seen as one of those ways in applying the patriarchal concept without 

difficulty. 

In the commercial, the male model is depicted as a good father and nice to his wife. The audiences 

then would have accepted him. As he manages to bath his baby by himself, it is starting to show that the 

male model only wants to prove that he can be as good as women in taking care of his baby. As the 

findings in the previous section have been discovered, the male model delivers the idea of the New Man 

and performs hegemonic pattern successfully. From that point, it is concluded that the male model still 

sticks to the idea of domination aspect of patriarchal role while representing the new image of father. He 

believes that he can do the same job as women or even better. 

Conclusion 

In Zwitsal Amazing Softness commercial, the male model does women chores. It is assumed that the 

equality between men and women can be applied. There are some changes in the idea of gender portrayal. 

However, that idea seems not exist though there are some changes in gender portrayal. The male model 

strengthens the idea of patriarchy through domination by examining the camera works and the scenes that 

are filled mostly by the male model. The male model begins to occupy women’s domesticity. The male 

model seems to have ability to take care his baby without using any help, even from the female model 

who supposed to be the one who able to do domestic chores. 

The domination aspect in Zwitsal Amazing Softness commercial is not using any oppression between 

the models, but it shows more on the way camera works and the scenes that are filled mostly by the male 

model. New man can be the figure that is used to softly dominate others. The male model carries that 

figure to help and support the female model. With this figure, men can dominate others without causing 

any refusal and it seems acceptable to society. The domination of the male model indicates that hegemonic 

masculinity now can spread through domestic sphere. It is because women’s activities have been taken 

by men. Therefore, the representation of masculinity in Zwitsal Amazing Softness commercial carries the 
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new way of dominating. The way to the deliver the idea is indirect way, yet the meaning given in the 

commercial is even greater. 
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